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AP Tourist takes
the lid off the
TOUR
tour
75th Tour and 90th
22 Tour
88
Anniversary
to show you
the readers what was brewing
down in Kent during that record-breaking tour!

History boys look the part
Blazers fit for a 75th tour and a 90th Anniversary

It was a case of all AP’s yesterdays as members of the historical Anniversary Tour assembled at The Springfield. To commemorate the 75th Kent Tour and its 90th anniversary, special Tour blazers were tailored based on the original pre-war club garments.
As
they stood
sipping
champagne and eating
the
traditional
Tour
breakfast,
the history boys
contemplated
making more history by joining
the select group
of AP tours which
have returned undefeated from the
Garden of England.

TOUR 2011 Tourists and their Nicknames
Chris Bennett - GORDON
Ben Boccabella - BENSON
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Dave Cattell –THE CAT
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - COSH
Chris Ellis - DEE
Henry Freestone - HENNERS
John Freestone - FLINTSTONE
Jason Griffiths - GRIFFO
Erol Hasan - TM
Mick Hasse - HASSLER

Bryan King - EYETISS
Ricardo Kirton - NOTRIK
Andrew Langston - THE HOERR
Dave Lea - KITTY
Carol Lliang - CLANG
Chris Noakes - GOWITH
Dan Palmer - STUD
Randolph Reid - THE REV
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Charles Tallamy - BLIND PUGH
Johan Van De Merwe WHITE HORSE

Eric Van Dommellen DOMMERS

OFFICIAL TOUR POSTS
Tour Manager:
Erol Hasan
Joint Asst. Tour Managers:
John Freestone,
Bryan King
Anthony Shaw
Tour Accountant:
John Freestone
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Anthony Shaw
Director of Umpiring:
Charles Tallamy

READ ALL ABOUT THE 2011 KENT TOUR IN THIS EDITION OF ‘AP TOURIST’, CONTAINING NEWS, VIEWS AND TOUR STATISTICS BY
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Last ball drama—draw achieved
Statisto keeps his figures in order
A chase too far for tired tourists
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Management act together (as always)
Burnt bar, squash and scaffolding—and a great game of cricket!
Time runs out against ORs + Statisto struts his stuff
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Match winning catch spilled
in last ball drama
Young Fagg does his duty

Despite the bellies of the tourists being full of Joy’s delicious food, skipper The Hoerr manages to
engineer the toss to ensure they field first. Consequently, two Sandwich batsmen approach the
pitch to take their guard. Eleven double-takes reveal that one of them is skipper, Alan Amos, far
better known as a beguiling spin bowler. The AP players start thinking that our hosts may not
have a strong team out today. This theory is dismantled as they spot Alan’s partner - Vijay Singh
- who plays first class cricket for Trinidad and Tobago!
Undeterred, the opening attack of Stud and Notrik send some sharp deliveries at the openers. Two overs
later and four boundaries registered, it becomes clear that we are in for a torrid chasing time in the field
unless we can break the partnership quickly. Unfortunately the score reaches 63 before Mr Amos departs, bowled by Stud for a fine 25. ‘One wicket becomes two’ shout the AP fielders and, sure enough,
Stud strikes again courtesy of a JC catch, to dismiss the incoming batsman for zilch. 67-2 sounds good,
but only if you continue to take wickets. It is not until 66 runs are added that another batsman falls, but
it’s a good one! Vijay is caught by Flintstone, Jnr for just 65 to give Griffo his first wicket on tour for
many years. At this point a young, well-built batsman comes to the crease and immediately starts some
extremely powerful and perfectly timed straight hitting into the river. It is later we discover that Mr Fagg
is the one and only small pre-pubescent colt who featured for Dover Rangers in 2008, and has now blossomed into a large, muscular and accomplished batsman. The tourists spend the rest of the session fishing in the river and collecting balls from behind the boundary ropes as young Fagg, still only 16, strokes
his way to 100 not out aided by his partner who is eventually stumped by Eyetiss off Googers’s bowling.
The fair declaration is made with our hosts on 272-4 after just 38.4 overs.
Following another unbelievably tasty tea, it is the turn of the Sandwich cannibals to take to the field with full
stomachs. They find Lummox and JC waiting for them with bats cocked ready for the chase. A good start is essential but it fails to materialise as Lummox is caught for 8, leaving us on 14-1. It doesn’t help the cause when Toine
and Gowith fall quickly, but at least with the fall of the latter, we have a duck tie winner. The sighs of relief are
audible around the ground! A mini-recovery is launched by Griffo and JC, but when Griffo is caught, our score is
a measly 120-6 – hardly a sound base for a 273 chase. With 11 overs left, playing for a draw is our only option.
Eyetiss and The Hoeerr do not hang around long enough to sniff survival, which leaves Stud and Googers eight
overs to remain at the crease. They do a very good job, with Googers in his favourite batting role of surviving
against the odds to save matches and Stud looking defiant. They carry us into the penultimate over, but Stud is
bowled by the wily Amos for a steadfast zero. Ten balls left for glory! Henners successfully negotiates four of
them, leaving Googers to do the rest. After five excellent defensive shots with ten fielders around the bat, Googers
is well and truly warmed up for the final ball. Surely it is a formality? The astute Amos tosses a teasing, turning
delivery into the Sandwich sky, perhaps an inch or two shorter than the other five. Googers leans forward and
plays with a slightly upturned bat and lobs the biggest sitter anyone can remember on tour to Mr Beaumont
crouched at silly mid off. The entire home side launch themselves into the sky with ‘Howzaaat. . . . oh shit!’ as
the ball bobbles out of the fielder’s already half-raised celebratory hands. In what seems like a slow-motion clip,
the ball falls teasingly gently to earth and the chance is gone. We have seen a draw materialise from the jaws of a
Sandwich victory.

The post-match festivities are noisy, alcohol-fuelled and great fun. JC annexes the Big Head Medal,
while the duck tie is attached to the neck of Gowith. The Tour Committee decide that a Costas award be
presented to the Sandwich non-catcher, which he receives unwillingly.
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Hoerr plus management get it sorted
Eyetiss’s gymnastics confuse Belnor whilst Toine bowls ‘em over
Following another carefully negotiated tossing session on the wicket, TM Flynn manages to insert
Belnor on an interesting wicket. Early wickets are going to be vital, so we can dismiss the opposition in
time to chase the runs, on a day when the match time is usually short. The script is forgotten for a while
when our hosts go steadily on to 34 by the 11th over. However, in the next over the Hoerr breaks the
partnership via a catch from Flintstone. This precipitates a Belnor collapse with a stand of 14 for the
fourth wicket the only sign of resistance. The bowlers do a good job on a helpful wicket, with The Hoerr
leading the way with 4 for 33 in 17 overs. Toine backs him up well with his 3 for 16 in 8. Henners finishes with 1 for 38 in 10, including a great one-handed catch from JC. The home team total 93 in 37 overs.
After a fine tea, AP set about the task of knocking the runs off, with the luxury of 36 overs to complete
the task. Partly because of the pitch and partly the need to maintain wickets in such a low chase, Eyetiss
and Notrik start circumspectly. Notrik finds the watchful approach more difficult and he is soon dismissed in the fourth over. Benson joins the old fella in the middle and the two of them look secure
enough until the 11th over when Eyetiss, who gets off the duck tie after 22 balls, is stumped for 2 after
comically falling out of his crease while attempting to stay in it (12-2). With eight wickets left, victory is
still well within our sights. Problem is the early middle order show insufficient adhesion. The Rev arrives and promptly takes the duck tie. He is followed fairly swiftly by Benson for 9. The Cosh (15) and
Flintstone (13) stop the rot for a period putting on 28, but after they take the slow walk to the far pavilion, JC is clean bowled, leaving us on 49-7. Fortunately, partnerships of 13 (Flintstone and Hoerr) and
25 (Hoerr and Toine) put us back on track and needing 9 from the final two overs with two wickets in
hand. These are predominantly knocked off by Toine who finishes with a two and a boundary in successive balls. Top scorer is the Hoerr with 27.
A very enjoyable session in the bar ensues, during which the The Hoerr receives the BHM and The
Rev accepts his customary award - the Duck Tie. A happy and inebriated tour party return in the
coach to Cliftonville to embark on further adventures such as clubbing, casinoing and dining. A
second trip to the Golden Curry is enjoyed by many.

Tizzes of the
Days!
Sunday
Griffo: Leaving food out for foxes.
Googers: Trying to convince all
that he has no fear.
Monday
The Hoerr: Suggesting that the
best way to stop a shark attack is to
look in its eye.
Tuesday
Dommers: Insisting pace is more
important than line while playing
10-pin.

Tour Yesterdays (Part 1)
2006 tourists are ‘on their marks’ having taken time out on a rainabandoned day to travel to the old Crabble ground at Dover for a reconstruction of the famous Dover Run, aka ’The Coronary Circle’.
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JACK HYAMS
It is with great sadness that we report the death of
legendary tourist, Jack Hyams earlier this year at
the age of 92.
Involved with a number of clubs over the years, as
well as AP, he was estimated to have scored over
125,000 runs and 170 centuries. As a bowler he took
more than 1,300 wickets. Jack played all over the
world and was made life president of the Barmy Army. His first AP Tour was ‘The Tour of the Eclipse’
in 1999 His vast experience of organising and going
on tours led him to a fond appreciation of the AP
Tour. So much so that he continued to tour with us,
without break until 2008, when he acquired his tour
cap at the ripe old age of 88 (see picture). His enthusiasm, wit and charm was and remains a great
inspiration to all who toured with him.

All the relevant
statistics from the 75th Tour
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS
The Hoerr
4
1
90
JC
4
0
69
Toine
4
3
13* 34
White Horse
3
0
52
Gordon
2
0
31

Runs
159
164
34
88
57

Ave
53
41
29.33
28.5

BOWLING
Averages (20.33 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs MdnsRuns Wks Ave
The Cat
14.3 1
43 6
7.166
Toine
32 9
112 7
16

FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)
Stumpings (all)
JC
5
Eyetiss
1
Dee
2
Lummox 1
Notrik
2
Stud
2

Tizzes of the Days!
Wednesday
White Horse: Discussing the merits of
sleep suits with Lummox
Lummox: Discussing the merits of
sleep suits with White Horse
Thursday
Flintstone: Running after ball like
Woody from Toy Story
Henners: Impersonating a Chuckle
Brother while fielding
Griffo: Impersonating a shit human
statue street entertainer and
getting run out
Lummox: Fostering poor relations with
local police at a time of social unrest

Brian Solly helps everyone to ‘Build a House’ at Broadstairs
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AP snatch draw from victory’s jaws
Fine home declaration leads to cliffhanger
Having negotiated the trip into deepest Kentish countryside, the coach alights at the delightful Ground
of Tilmanstone Welfare, where we are welcomed by the players of Dover Rangers. After a successful
toss, by skipper Lummox, we invite our hosts to bat and out comes their opening pair, one of whom is R.
Reid. No it’s not the Rev guesting for the opposition – just a namesake!
The spectators lick their lips in anticipation of a spectacle of fast bowling as Stud and Dommers open the
attack. Those with long memories will recall the wicket fest of Dommers a few years back and there
were many who expected a repeat performance. After 14 overs only two wickets have fallen and the
score has reached 59. The first wicket is a notable case of ‘R. Reid caught R. Reid’. Tour historians are
scouring their memory banks to recall if this is the first such incidence at Dover on a Tuesday in August.
They conclude that it is a unique coincidence and extremely unlikely to be repeated. Despite all this a
bowling change is required and The Cat steps up. He proceeds to bowl at the top end for the rest of the
innings. Why? Because he is knocking them over like mice on the open floor! It doesn’t happen immediately as Dover nurdle the score to 95 before the Cat pounces and traps his first mouse. Then, bowling
with his customary accuracy, he paws away at the remaining batting, finishing off five of them before
our hosts decide to close the innings at 198-8. One of his victims is the young Fagg, who demolished our
bowling earlier this week at Sandwich. I expect he thought he was in for another stack today, but there
is no stopping a Cat on the rampage.
After another superb tea at Tilmanstone, R.Reid walks out to open the batting. No, it’s not R. Reid guesting for AP, it’s our very own Rev himself. He is accompanied by Lummox, who has enjoyed batting
here in the past. Today is a different matter as he follows The Rev back to the pavilion leaving us on a
rocky 16-2. The tour historians’ pre-tea soothsaying is scattered to all parts of the ground as again the
scorer again records ‘R. Reid caught R. Reid’ - our Rev annexing the BHM of course. By the time the
history boys have calmed down from the excitement two more wickets have dropped, leaving us in a
precarious chasing position on 19-3. Consolidation is required and it comes in the shape of Griffo and
White Horse who carry us to 84 before White Horse goes for a fine 52. Griffo is out soon after, but The
Cosh enters the fray and with Dommers gets us up to 131 before he is dismissed for a solid and restrained 12. Four wickets remaining and the win is still on. Not for long, though as three more fall – the
last being Dommers, who needed to remain if we were to get the target. 153-9 and another nervewracking period – 3.4 overs this time. After adding three, the batsmen deliberately avoid adding to the
total and we finish on 155-9. ATM wonders if there are 12 men of Kent able to beat us.
In a vociferous session, both verbal and musical, we enjoy a fine period in the bar along with a barbecue
and eventually the coach departs for Cliftonville, later to disgorge its contents onto the hotel front, whereupon tourists go in various directions to enjoy the Isle of Thanet.

Tour
Yesterdays
(Part 2)
Back in 2005,
hungover
tourists inspect
the Gore Court
pitch prior to a
glorious AP
victory.
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Exciting draw captivates spectators
Then instead of beer in burnt bar it’s ‘Anyone for squash?’

A sight for sore eyes appears as we get off the coach at Gore Court. As we knew, the bar area
had suffered a fire earlier in the year, but we were not prepared for the vista of scaffolding and
boarding which stood in front of the famous Gore Court facia. The changing rooms remained
the same, but a very well-constructed bar area had been fashioned in one of the squash courts.
Skipper JC wins the
toss and inserts our
hosts. Dommers and
Notrik begin the work
and
the
former
achieves considerable
pace down the slope.
Whilst troubling the
batsmen, neither he
nor Notrik manage to
disturb their wickets.
Toine replaces Dommers and concedes no
runs in his first three
overs.
Meanwhile
Johan,
having taken over from Notrik, is having a less fruitful spell. Nevertheless, it is he who takes the first
wicket with the score on 80. The next partnership puts on 20 and, despite trying two more bowlers we
are not making the vital breakthrough which will limit the score. Lunch comes as a respite at 129-2 and
the tourists gorge themselves on a fine lunch, before re-entering the field several pounds heavier. The
batsmen take full advantage of our post-prandial sluggishness. When their fifth wicket pair puts on 64,
taking them up to 223, we realise we will be chasing a big total. They go on to declare on 255-6 after
50 overs.
JC and Flintstone stride onto the field with a sense of purpose. It is, alas, watered down by a succession of wickets. Each partnership puts on a few runs, but 71-4 after 21 overs is far less than hoped for.
Nevertheless, The Hoerr is undaunted. Playing shots from the start, he sets about re-building the innings, aided by JC. With these two at the crease we are beginning to look we are in with a chance.
Following a feast of boundaries and running between the wickets, they take the score to 122. 133 in 21
overs looks a tough proposition, but if these two stay together? They don’t! JC succumbs for an excellent 59. Benson looks up for the chase, nonetheless, and he immediately slots into JC’s shoes (sandals,
I think). They bat with common sense, while edging closer to the target and when Benson is out, we are
on 201 with four wickets in hand. With five overs to go, there is still a chance. The Hoerr is now carving the ball to all parts – 9 off one over, 12 off another. Is it possible, especially with Dommers trying
to keep up with the Hoerr’s scoring rate? No. Dommers and Toine are out in successive overs and our
hero (or Hoerro?) is out in the last over for a fantastic 90. Our final total is 244-8 – a superb, but ultimately failing chase which, nevertheless, maintains our unbeaten record. Are there 11 men?
After a wonderful evening drinking in the squash court and playing the traditional game of
stumps (minus garments) it was time to reflect that these two fine clubs first played each other 90
years ago. Long may the fixture last!
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Massive total beyond tourists’ reach
AP settle for a draw at Dumpton

Yesterday’s hero (in the best possible sense) is out in the middle for the toss against Broadstairs,
who first entertained us 90 years ago. The coin lands unfavourably for The Hoerr and so the home
team, with one or two regulars absent, send out their opening pair to face the twin threat of Stud
from one end and Googers at the other. Stud generates fair pace as usual and is hard to get away,
which makes life difficult for Googers, as the openers seek respite by trying, and largely succeeding, to knock him out of the ground. It is not true, as was wickedly claimed in the Kent Times, that
one of Googers’ deliveries was retrieved from the petanque court at the Brown Jug.
Stud strikes in the seventh over (33-1) via a catch by Notrik who, one over later, is rewarded with the
task of taking over at Googers’ end. Things do not change much as he in turn is despatched for two sixes
and three fours in his first 3 overs. Other bowlers are tried, with limited success – Flintstone’s 2-35 in 9
(including a wicket with his second ball) is an exception and, just as the Brown Jug contingent returns,
we go to a tasty lunch in the pavilion. After this welcome break, Broadstairs continue to dismantle the
tourists’ bowling, with each successive batsman looking more confident than the previous, giving rise to
the suggestion that they have reversed their batting order. Old adversary James Bond stepping out at no
11 and striking 57 does little to shake this theory.
The declaration on 247-9 gives us plenty of time to get a result. Gordon and Griffo are entrusted with
the task of beginning the chase. Griffo, though, is run out with the score on an unlucky 13 in the ninth
over. Johan comes out and continues his fine form with the bat and with Gordon pushes the score to 51
before he is despatched for 27. Dee then makes a short visit to the crease, annexing the Duck Tie in the
process (57-2). Nonetheless, time is still on our side. Unfortunately, we struggle to register potential
match-winning stands and we struggle on to 85-5 with the required run-rate getting bigger by the minute. When Flintstone and the Hoerr are together at the crease, hopes return as they put on 45, but when
the hipless batsman goes for a valiant 27, our sights are adjusted to obtaining a draw. The run rate
slows considerably in the last 20, with further wickets falling, but the stage is set for yet another fine
rearguard from our resilient tail. The Hoerr and Googers play out the final 14 overs with nine wickets
down to nurse the score magnificently to an honourable draw. 11 men? Eyetiss doesn’t think so.
Much merriment is exchanged and beer consumed as the evening’s entertainment gets under way.
Many games are played including ‘Build a Room’ which produces the usual top secret consequences. It is an inebriated,
but
content bunch
of tourists who
depart into the
night to board
the
coach.
Some
visit
clubs,
others
dine, still more
try their luck in
the
casino,
while TM and
Eyetiss enjoy a
visit to the
Broadstairs
Folk Festival.

The Finer Points

- by Statisto

Sunday, August 7th:
Sandwich Town 272-4 (Stud 2-40)
AP 134-9 (JC 69)
DREW
BHM: JC
Duck Tie: Gowith
Monday, August 8th:
Belnor 93-8 (The Hoerr 4-33, Toine
3-16, Buckers 3-31)
AP 95-8 (The Hoerr 27)
WON
BHM: The Hoerr
Duck Tie: The Rev
Tuesday, August 9th:
Dover Rangers 198-8 (The Cat 643)
AP 155-9 (Mangrove 78, Benson
31)
DREW
BHM: The Cat
Duck Tie: The Rev
Wednesday, August 10th:
Gore Court 255-7 (Toine 2-35,
Notrik 2-53)
AP 244-8 (The Hoerr 90, JC 59)
DREW
BHM: The Hoerr
Duck Tie: Notrik
Thursday, August 11th:
Broadstairs 247-9 (Henners 2-35,
Stud 2-53, The Hoerr 2-60)
AP 172-9 (The Hoerr 35, White
Horse 27, Flintstone 27, Gordon 26)
DREW
BHM: Henners
Duck Tie: Dee
Friday, August 12th:
Old Ruymians 243-7
(Henners 2-48, Toine 2-61, Googers
2-101)
AP 189-7 (YT 47, JC 34, Gordon
31, Henners 22)
DREW
BHM: YT
Duck Tie: Stud (same as last year!)

Unbeaten tourists cannot find 11
Kentish men to beat them
Broadstairs backdrop to Old Ruymians fixture
And so to the Anniversary Tour’s final curtain fixture – but something is different? We are not travelling to Chatham House School
in Ramsgate where the fixture has been played for nearly three
quarters of a century. We are back on the road to Broadstairs to
play two days running at Dumpton Park because, unfortunately,
Chatham House School have said that the Old Ruymians cricket
week cannot for logistical reasons be held at the school ground.
The Friday format remains the same though, and skipper Gordon
wins the toss and inserts accordingly. When the first wicket falls to
Stud in the third over, that decision is looking good. A recovery in
the shape of a 51 stand is a temporary hold-up as our hosts slump to
112-5 at lunch after 31 overs. The tourists are thinking that a quick
blast, following the fine traditional lunch, and we can have them in
the hutch quickly. An early wicket without addition to the score
upholds this feeling. They are, however, reckoning without the Old
Boys’ no 7 – Mr Sandwell. We don’t know how good he is at
woodwork, but he can certainly shape the willow well. A stand of
83, followed by another of 48 gives Old Rs the opportunity to declare on 243-7 after 54 overs, with Mr Sandwell finishing not out
on 110.
The task of scoring 244 in 43 overs is a tough ask on the last day of tour,
with fitness falling exponentially by the minute, but we set out with good
intentions and no small success. JC extends his fine batting form along
with YT and the pair put on 53 before JC departs for 34. Hassler joins YT
at the wicket and bats very well for an irregular cricketer. He scores 15 in
7 deliveries and keeps the run rate up. The skipper comes in after Hassler’s demise and plays a captains innings. He and YT get the score to
126 before YT departs for a fine 41. We have only 16 overs left and now
need some of Stud’s big hitting to get us there. Unfortunately, he is adjudged lbw first ball, thus becoming duck tie holder-in-waiting. With Dee
getting out soon after, the wind is out of our sails and despite two valiant
stands of 44 (Gordon and Henners{27}) and 29 (Henners and Googers),
the chase grinds out to the inevitable draw with us on 189-7. No last
wicket heroics required for a change. The draw fulfils the first target of
remaining unbeaten. The only regret was not being able to convert one or
two more of the stalemates into victories.
The tour reaches its ecstatic climax at the Rose of England and we
are so sorry to hear of the death of Harry, landlord of the pub for
many years and who has hosted us regally for sixteen tours at this
fine pub - always providing us with a wonderful evening buffet. We
are so grateful and full of admiration for Carol, his wife, who has
continued the high hospitality standards. A wonderful choral rendition of the usual tour songs was delivered, plus some others performed by the pub’s clientele, tourists and Old Rs alike. A fantastic
tour comes to an end and ATM Eyetiss concludes that there are not
11 men of Kent (or even Kentish men) who could defeat this mighty
AP juggernaut.

